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1.

Title: Leveling Frequency Requirements for Water Level Stations

2.

Purpose: This SOP provides program policy on the frequency of required leveling at all
water level stations, regardless of which agency or group is collecting the data. In
specific, it addresses the running of a bracket set of levels after station installation to
verify sensor stability. It does not address the leveling standards and specifications, which
are documented in several CO-OPS manuals and in National Geodetic Survey (NGS)
leveling manuals (Refer to the following references in ROS 3: 3.2.3.3 C1, C7; 3.2.3.5 E1,
E2). In most all cases, field parties are encouraged to use Second Order, Class I standards
since the required equipment is used nearly universally in our work involving installation,
operation and maintenance, and removal of water level stations. In remote locations
where logistics prohibit the transportation of three meter invar barcode rods, Third Order
levels are accepted.

3.

Background/History: The requirement for a consistent zero reference for water level
measurements is a foundational element for the collection of water level data and
determination of water level and tidal datums. Historically, this zero reference is referred
to as Station Datum. Periodic geodetic leveling between the tide staff and station bench
mark network in history up through the 1980s, or directly to the acoustic sensor,
microwave radar sensor, or pressure sensor leveling point in more recent time serves to
monitor the staff or sensor stability over the period of observations. This historical
documentation of height differences between the sensor and station bench marks, for
short or long-term data series, validates the vertical stability of the water level sensor and
of the bench marks relative to Station Datum.
The rationale for documenting program policy on the frequency of required leveling at
water level stations is directly related to two Oceanographic Division SOPs:
1. SOP #7.3.A.4.1 Tidal Datum Computation for Control Stations
2. SOP #7.3.A.4.2 Tidal Datum Computation for Subordinate Stations
A key requirement noted in these two documents regarding the determination of accepted
water level or tidal datums, among many other details, is the need for bracketing sets of
levels between the sensor and network of bench marks.
The purpose of re-leveling is to determine if there has been any undesirable vertical
movement of the bench marks and of the water level measurement sensor over time (in
excess of 6mm). This re-leveling also “brackets” the data from the time the station was
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established to the date of re-leveling. This bracketing is a quality assurance check that
the data collected between these dates has been collected from a vertically stable sensor
and any data products derived (such as a tidal datum) are disseminated with the highest
confidence possible. The minimum two sets of levels also serves to determine bench
mark stability and identify bench marks that meet requirements for including in the
published bench mark sheets (same two SOPs).
The CO-OPS “Guide to Declaring a Newly Installed Water Level Station Operational”
document is another key document that requires a second or check set of levels for new
installations to advance the station status from Provisionally Operational (installation
levels only and accepted datums determined on one month of data) to Fully Operational
(two sets of levels and datums determined on one or more months of data. A station in the
Provisionally Operational category is required to include a data dissemination disclaimer
on the web site; this disclaimer is no longer displayed once the station is declared Fully
Operational. In this regard, it is advantageous to obtain the second set of levels after at
least one month of data collection or as soon afterward as possible to verify sensor and
bench mark stability. This facilitates designating the station as fully operational and
allows for the publishing of the published bench mark sheet.
4.

Scope/Applicability: This SOP applies to all CO-OPS field parties and CO-OPS IDIQ
Task Order contractors engaged in the installation, operation and maintenance, and
removal of water level stations. It also applies to other offices and agencies that are
engaged in this work and intend to submit data to CO-OPS for processing and datum
determination, for distribution of derived products through the CO-OPS website
(http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov), or for validation of third party derived products to be
used by those agencies. Some examples of other agencies engaged in water level
measurement and tidal datum determination are as follows: US Geological Survey, US
Army Corps of Engineers, Texas General Land Office, Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, or contractors engaged in support of Office of Coast Survey
hydrographic surveys or NGS Shoreline Mapping surveys.

5.

Main Processes: The most direct reference for frequency of leveling among many NOS
manuals on leveling and water level operation and maintenance is given on page 18 of
the “User’s Guide for the Installation of Bench Marks and Leveling Requirements for
Water Level Stations, October 1987, Hicks, Morris, Lippincott, and O’Hargan. Section
3.3 Frequency of Leveling states, “Leveling between bench marks and the staff or ETG
(include sensor or pressure sensor leveling point) shall be conducted at all stations unless
otherwise directed:
a. At establishment (all bench marks)
b. 6 months after establishment (PBM plus four other bench marks) – project
instructions or contract documents may modify this requirement.
c. Before and after any modifications affecting the elevation of the staff or
ETG (sensor) (PBM plus two other marks)
d. Upon discontinuation of data collection (all bench marks)
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e. Annually *
f. As often as necessary to ensure minimum data loss at stations exposed to
extreme environmental conditions (PBM plus two other bench marks) and
g. After installation of new bench marks (PBM plus two other old bench
marks and the new bench mark).
* Subsection 5e. above is further explained as follows: all station bench marks are
required to be leveled within a two year period. All marks may also require leveling after
an extreme event such as a tsunami or earthquake where widespread destruction or crustal
movement occurs.
The Project Instructions or contract document will list the PBM and designate the other
marks to be connected, as required. Since this document was published in 1987, we are
now able to level directly between the bench marks and the water level measurement
sensor, instead of to a tide staff. The fundamental principal of vertically tying the gauge
to the bench mark network remains unchanged.
As noted above, this 6 month re-leveling requirement may be modified in certain
circumstances. There are situations where it is not practical, cost effective, or necessary
(from an engineering standpoint) to obtain 6 month levels. Re-leveling after longer
intervals (no more than a year) might be considered in extremely remote locations and/or
where the station is established on an older substantial structure in geologically stable
area. Other locations might warrant re-leveling a month or two after establishment if
there is concern over instability of the structure, foundation, or potential loss or damage
to the sensor due to natural or manmade conditions.
The modification of this requirement is not taken lightly. Provisional tidal datums are
based on at least 30 days of data and initial survey levels to reference the tidal data to the
bench mark network. Without a second set of levels confirming stability, there is always
the risk of disseminating bad data; however, holding back data until a confirming set of
levels is run, deprives users of potentially valuable data for critical decision making
needs.
6.

Detailed Sub-Processes/Checklists: The planning for every new station intended to be
in operation for more than three months must include consideration of the resources
required to provide a second check set of levels within one to six months after
installation. The resource requirement shall be documented and discussed with CO-OPS
management to determine the cost/benefits of running the second check set of levels.
Project requirements and intended immediacy of product dissemination must be
considered to make an informed decision. For projects conducted under and IDIQ task
order, the requirement and cost of a second check set of levels shall be built into the task
order statement of work, unless prohibited by the project budget.
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7.

Quality Assurance/Control: The project manager responsible for the installation of the
new station knows the project plan and when the second set of check levels is expected to
be run and submitted to CO-OPS. ED/OET is responsible for determining the acceptance
of the levels and accompanying documentation for all field parties. The Records
Evaluation completed by OET will document the quality of the work and note any
deficiencies.

8.

Management/Responsibility: The responsibility for determining the schedule for a
check set of levels for a newly installed station rests with the project manager for that
station. If it is an NWLON station installed by FOD, the FOD Branch Chief has
responsibility for planning the installation schedule and the second check set of levels in
coordination with the Water Level Observing System manager. In the case of a new
NWLON station that is installed under an IDIQ task order, the task manager is
responsible for coordinating with the WLOS manager on the scheduling of the check set
of levels. For stations involved in special projects, that project manager is responsible for
including the second set of levels in the plan and ensuring that the dissemination of
products is not delayed due to the lack of a check set of levels. Stations installed for short
term projects supporting nautical charting or shoreline mapping typically have only
installation and removal levels, so a check set of levels is not required.
The Observing System Manager position in Engineering Division will work closely with
senior staff and Division personnel and will adjudicate the re-leveling requirements for
new long term stations on a case by case basis, mindful of the oceanographic, scientific,
engineering, operational and sometimes budgetary considerations/constraints. These
decisions will be documented in the Calendar Year Project Instructions or contract
documents.
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